Electrokinetics coupling with microbially-induced calcite precipitation that strengthens the chromate removal in the bio-electrochemical system
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Abstract

Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is a well-known carcinogen, which must be completely removed from the contaminated water or reduced to a less toxic state. In this work, a bio-electrochemical platform combining electrokinetics (EK) and microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) was assembled to enhance Cr(VI) removal from the stock solution. The chromate was removed mainly by the chemical precipitation of CaCrO 4 and further immobilized by CaCO 3 produced from the microbial bio-mineralization in the bioremediation. The coupling method was proved to be more effective in increasing the removal efficiencies of Cr(VI) and enhancing the immobilization of Cr(VI) compared with using bioremediation or electrokinetics alone. The maximum efficiency of 97.63% was achieved in the bio-electrochemical experiments. The exchangeable fraction of Cr(VI) was significantly reduced from 40.12% to 22.34% in the precipitation obtained from the bio-electrochemical system. A relatively high voltage was preferred in the coupling system. Generally, the combination of EK and MICP not only strengthened the removal of Cr(VI) from the solution and also significantly reduced the potential re-release of Cr(VI) in the final precipitation.
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1. Introduction

Chromium (Cr) is released into the aqueous environment through both geogenic and anthropogenic activities. The valence of chromium ranges from −2 (the lowest) to +6 (the highest), with the hexavalent chromium being of most obvious environmental toxicity [1]. Cr(VI) having carcinogenic and mutagenic effects on the human tissues and organisms is classified as a Class-A carcinogen by the US Environmental Protection Agency [2,3]. The symptoms including skin-inflammation, severe ulcer, kidney damage, and pulmonary congestion, etc., are also related to Cr poisoning or Cr enrichment in the blood vessels [4]. Most of the Cr slag-producing industry illegally discharge polluted solid waste (e.g., slag, unprocessed residue, and chemical byproduct) to the surrounding environment due to the inadequate investment of disposal facilities in China, which has caused the frequent occurrence of the serious pollution accidents in the local villages [5]. The upper limit of Cr is capped under 0.05 mg/L in the drinking water conforming to the standard (WHO, 1993) of the World Health Organization [2,6,7]. Cr(VI) must be significantly separated
from the industrially polluted water or reduced to a less toxic state before the wastewater getting released into the ecosystem.

The treatment and remediation of Cr-contaminated wastewater are mainly relying on the application of the traditional physicochemical techniques, such as evaporation, reverse osmosis, membrane filtration, oxidation/reduction, methylation/demethylation, coagulation/flocculation, chemical precipitation, and electrochemical treatment [8–12].

The technology of chemical precipitation has been widely used to remove heavy metals (HMs) from wastewater [13]. However, the fluctuation of the precipitating agents such as calcium hydroxide and calcium magnesium carbonate in price and the high instability of precipitation have limited the further industrial promotion in processing the Cr-contaminated wastewater on a large scale. The other physicochemical techniques for remediating the wastewater not only have the high requirement of energy cost, chemical reagents, and specific equipment, also inevitably generate secondary contaminants [14–17]. Generally, the traditional physicochemical methods are not well appropriate in efficiently removing Cr(VI) from the wastewater based on the environmental mobility and chemical speciation of Cr.

Bioremediation of Cr(VI) has been considered to be more environmentally friendly and cost-effective by using microbes as an eco-compatible approach [14,18]. The microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) is proved to be efficacious in immobilizing the anions and cations of HMs in the carbonate fraction based on the participation of ureolytic bacteria [19,20]. Calcite is assembled through the octahedral CaO$_6$ corner-sharing with triangular groups of CO$_3$ making it capable of accommodating a wide range of substituent ions. The mobility of Cr(VI) can be affected by the incorporation (Co-precipitation) or the substitution (biomineralization) of CrO$_4^{2–}$ to the structure of the calcite [20,21]. The immobilization of Cr(VI) on the calcareous skeleton from the aqueous environment is comprehensively influenced by the solution concentration of Cr(VI), type of the calcite, and the availability of surface sites [21,22]. Considering the co-precipitation of chromate oxyanions is relatively weak (i.e., which is sensitive to the acidification), and the substitution kinetics of CrO$_4^{2–}$ is much lower than the pure cations, the strengthening measurements must be chosen to overcome the drawbacks of MICP. The high microbial sensitivity to the living environment (e.g., redox potential, oxygen dissolution, and metal toxicity) is also needed to be considered when conducting the enhancing step.

Electrokinetics (EK) has attracted strong interest as an effective tool to remediate the heavy-metal-contaminated fine-grained soils [23–25]. The remediation target is primarily achieved by electromigration, electroosmosis, and water decomposition [23–26]. In the work, a bioc electrochemical platform was assembled to implement the experiments. EK and MICP are employed in combination to enhance Cr(VI) removal from the stocking solution. The biological characteristics including bacterial growth, urease production, and ureolytic activity of the isolated bacterial (i.e., from the chromium slag) were investigated under the different concentrations of Cr(VI) oxyanions and urea. An orthogonal test with four factors with four levels was designed to study the effects of the voltage gradient, remediation time, initial pH, and Ca$^{2+}$ concentration on the bacterial growth, the precipitation of calcium carbonate (i.e., CaCO$_3$), and the removal efficiency of Cr(VI), and to quantitatively determine the optimal combination of operating parameters based on the analysis of significance probability and marginal means. A suitable kinetic model was further constructed in the optimal condition to predict Cr(VI) concentration in the electrolyzer over time. A five-step sequential extraction procedure (Tessier extraction) was used to evaluate the potential release characteristics of Cr(VI) from precipitations to further testify the EK influence on MICP [27,28]. The study proposes a novel method in further increasing the removal rate of Cr(VI) from industrial wastewater and solving one of the intrinsic issues of bioremediation, the potential contamination of sludge production.

2. Methods and materials

The chemicals and reagents used in this study are specifically listed in the supporting information (Chemicals, and reagents). All the chemicals and reagents were sterilized before usage. The urease-producing bacterium, Bacillus sp.H1 (gram-positive) used in this research was previously isolated from a puddle of the chromium slag, in China [29]. The isolation and activation of ureolytic bacteria are provided in the SI. The specifications of three media including the urease-selective (URS), Luria–Bertani, and the nutrient broth (NB) are detailed in Tables S1–S3. A cylindrically electrokinetic electrolyzer (Φ 10 cm, height 10 cm) was constructed to study the effect of EK on the bioremediation process. The schematic diagram of the reactor is shown in Fig. 1. A graphite rod (Φ 2 cm, height 8 cm) acting as a power source connected to the anode, while a button switch was placed to control the electrolysis reaction. The cathode was a graphite rod (Φ 2 cm, height 8 cm) connected to the inductor. A magnetic stirrer was placed to enhance the mixing of the slurry in the electrolyzer, and the temp. °C was recorded by the temp. °C sensor connected to the rotate rpm sensor. A suitable electrochemical platform was assembled to implement the experiments. EK and MICP are employed in combination to enhance Cr(VI) removal from the stocking solution. The biological characteristics including bacterial growth, urease production, and ureolytic activity of the isolated bacterial (i.e., from the chromium slag) were investigated under the different concentrations of Cr(VI) oxyanions and urea. An orthogonal test with four factors with four levels was designed to study the effects of the voltage gradient, remediation time, initial pH, and Ca$^{2+}$ concentration on the bacterial growth, the precipitation of calcium carbonate (i.e., CaCO$_3$), and the removal efficiency of Cr(VI), and to quantitatively determine the optimal combination of operating parameters based on the analysis of significance probability and marginal means. A suitable kinetic model was further constructed in the optimal condition to predict Cr(VI) concentration in the electrolyzer over time. A five-step sequential extraction procedure (Tessier extraction) was used to evaluate the potential release characteristics of Cr(VI) from precipitations to further testify the EK influence on MICP [27,28]. The study proposes a novel method in further increasing the removal rate of Cr(VI) from industrial wastewater and solving one of the intrinsic issues of bioremediation, the potential contamination of sludge production.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the bio-electrochemical reactor.
the anode was embedded in the central axis of the single chamber. The carbon cloth (monolayer) chosen as the cathode was attached around the cylindrical shell. A direct-current power source (E3632A, KEYSIGHT) was connected to the bio-electrochemical platform to supply the constant voltage. 500 mL of NB medium loaded with 50 g/L urea, 50 µmol/L Ni²⁺, 120 mg/L K₂Cr₂O₇ was added to the reactor, magnetically stirred at 150 rpm, and maintained by a heating bar at 25°C. A two-factor group (16 runs) and an orthogonal system (16 runs) were synchronously implemented to straightly demonstrate the coupling effect of the enhancing experiments. The detailed information on the factors and levels is listed in Table S4.

The two-factor experiments at four different levels were constructed to study the effect of the initial pH and Ca²⁺ concentration on the pure bioremediation process in Table S5. The orthogonal tests L₁₆(₄⁵) with four factors at four different levels were designed to study the effect of the voltage gradient (V/cm), the remediation time (d), initial pH, and Ca²⁺ concentration (M) on the removal efficiency (R-e, %) during the EK-MICP process (Table 1). A bacteria-free group was set as the control under the same orthogonal condition to analyze the influence of single EK on the Cr(VI) removal (R-efree, %).

The supernatants were extracted using a sterilized glass pipette (2 mL) from each group during the experiments. Cr(VI) in the solution was measured using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (DR6000, HACH, USA) at 540 nm (GB/T15555.4–1995, diphenylcarbazide method). The concentration of calcium ion was determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; iCAP™ 7600, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The chemical speciation of the final precipitation obtained through both single MICP (bioremediation) and EK-MICP (bio-electrochemical) method was analyzed using the five-stage Tessier sequential extraction procedure (Fig. S1). The experimental data including R-e and R-efree recorded from the two-factor and orthogonal tests were quantitatively analyzed by the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The marginal means (MM) were evaluated by Tukey’s test (p < 0.05, default α = 0.05) using IBM SPSS software (edition: 20). R-e or R-efree is calculated following Eq. (1), where \(c_{Cr(0)}\) is the initial concentration (mg/L) of Cr(VI), and \(c_{Cr(t)}\) represents Cr(VI) concentration (mg/L) at time \(t\). The precipitation efficiency (P-e) of Ca²⁺ was calculated using Eq. (2), where \(c_{Ca(0)}\) is the initial concentration (M) of Ca²⁺, and \(c_{Ca(t)}\) is Ca²⁺ concentration (M) at time \(t\). Three known kinetic models including the pseudo-first-order model, pseudo-second-order model, and Elovich were modified to simulate Cr(VI) removal overtime in the bioremediation and bio-electrochemical experiments. The three kinetic models are detailed in the supporting information (Eqs. (S1)–(S3)).

**R-e or R-efree**

\[
R-e = \frac{1 - \frac{c_{Cr(t)}}{c_{Cr(0)}}}{100}
\]

**P-e**

\[
P-e = \left(1 - \frac{c_{Ca(t)}}{c_{Ca(0)}}\right) \times 100\%
\]

### 3. Results and discussions

#### 3.1. Urease production and bacterial growth

The plates with the urease-selective medium (Table S1) were changed in the color after 2 d incubation, from the initial pale orange to a darker pink. The macro
phenomenon directly demonstrated the production of urease by the microorganisms and reflected the potential effect of urea on the bacterial activity (i.e., Eq. (3)). The extra urea added to the culture of *Bacillus* sp.H1 would not only supply the nitrogen (N) element for the bacterial growth and also guarantee the production of precipitation inducer (i.e., CO$_3^{2-}$). However, the urea in the medium can inhibit bacterial activity on the contrary when its concentration has exceeded the adaptability of microorganisms. As shown in Fig. 2a, the growth curve of the control run (i.e., urea free) is consistent with the standard curve. The concentration of 40 g/L urea seemingly has no significant impact on the growth of bacteria. However, the further increase of urea concentration burdened the bacterial amplification in general. The activity of bacteria has been significantly restricted in the culture with 100 g/L urea. The *Bacillus* sp.H1 barely grew in the aqueous environment with a high concentration of urea (i.e., >100 g/L). 40–60 g/L of urea was recommended to be added to the medium, which guaranteed the growth and functionality of bacteria, and satisfied the necessary conditions for bio-mineralization.

3.2. Calcite precipitation in the MICP experiment

The organic carbon in the solution can be utilized by the MICP microorganisms for the bioactivities, and eventually transformed into inorganic carbon (i.e., carbonate). *Bacillus* genus bacteria categorized as “Gram-positive” bacteria, contains teichoic acids on the thick cell walls, which contributes to the negative charge of the cell wall. Ca$^{2+}$ ions are electrostatically attracted to the cell wall, which further initiates the relevant mineralization reactions (Eqs. (4) and (5)) at the sites of cell wall when the binding sites reach saturation for the ureolytic bacteria. As shown in Fig. 3a, 95.45%, 93.27%, and 85.54% precipitation efficiencies (P-e) of Ca$^{2+}$ (0.05 M) were achieved in the group of 60, 90, and 120 mg/L, respectively. P-e was remarkably reduced when the concentration of Cr(VI) was increased to 150 mg/L. The results corresponded to the bacterial growth in the different concentrations of Cr(VI) (Fig. 2b), indicating the growth inhibition of the bacteria caused by the high concentration of Cr(VI) would further lower the distribution of calcium in the form of the bio-mineralization. Cr(VI) commonly forms outer-sphere complexes adsorbing on the mineral surfaces, can also substitute the carbonate in the calcite structure. Considering the toxicity of Cr(VI) to bacteria, the existence of Cr(VI) in medium imposes a potential effect on the process of precipitation or Cr-calcite co-precipitation. The effect of Cr(VI) concentration on the removal efficiencies (R-e) of Cr(VI) in the bioremediation process is displayed in Fig. 3b. The final R-e values gradually decreased with the increase of Cr(VI) concentration. The highest efficiency obtained in the group of 60 mg/L-Cr(VI) was 57.18% (deviation: ±1.5%). Contrarily, the final R-e value of Cr(VI) in the bacteria-free group of 60 mg/L-Cr(VI) was lowest, only 24.31% (deviation: ±1.5%). The non-biological moiety was mainly attributed to the generation of chemical precipitation CaCrO$_4$ (Eq. (6)). Generally, the P-e values were positively relevant with the R-e values in the medium compensating with different Cr(VI) concentrations, which indicated that the removal of Cr(VI) was controlled by both the calcite carbonates by microbial urease (i.e., bio-mineralization) and

\[
\text{CO(NH}_2\text{)}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \xrightarrow{\text{Urease}} 2\text{NH}_4^+ + \text{CO}_3^{2-} \quad (3)
\]

![Fig. 2. Effect of the concentration of urea (a) and Cr(VI) (b) on the growth of bacteria (*Bacillus* sp.H1).](image-url)
the production of CaCrO₄. MICP is an ureolytically driven process, the hydrolysis of urea catalyzed by the bacterial urease increases the pH, facilitating the accumulation of M²⁺ ions and carbonate, and resulting in the mineral saturation at the active sites of the cell wall. The changes in pH over time in groups were recorded in Fig. 3c. As shown, the pH eventually decreased from the initial 8 to the final 6.22 (deviation: ±0.1) at 96th hour in the bacteria-free group (with 60 mg/L Cr(VI)). The dissolution of CO₂ in the medium from air and the generation of H⁺ ions (Eq. (6)) were blamed on the result. Comparatively, the alkalinity in the two groups of 60 and 90 mg/L-Cr(VI) has been apparently increased, from the initial 8 to the final 10.22 (deviation: ±0.1) and 9.78 (deviation: ±0.1), respectively, which directly reflected the hydrolysis of urea and demonstrated the activity of the urease-producing bacteria in the solution with the relatively lower Cr(VI) concentration.

Bacillus sp.H1 + Ca²⁺ → Bacillus sp.H1 – Ca²⁺  
Bacillus sp.H1 – Ca²⁺ + CO₃⁻ → Bacillus sp.H1 –CaCO₃  

3.3. Electrokinetic optimization

The removal results (R-e, %) of Cr(VI) in the two-factor experiments characterizing the pure bioremediation process are listed in Table S5. The corresponding significance-analysis results of the two variables are displayed in Table 2. The estimated marginal means of the removal efficiencies of Cr(VI) affected by each factor are shown in Fig. 4a. The maximum R-e was 73.36% (average value obtained in the triplicate), achieved at the initial pH of 10 (C4) and the concentration of Ca²⁺ of 0.20 M (D4). The adjusted R² equaled 0.961, indicating the significance analysis based on the two-factor experiments for the bioremediation process was highly reliable. The significance probabilities of the two variables (Table 2, i.e., 0.000 and 0.000) were both much less than the default α value of 0.05, which demonstrated that the change of the initial pH and the Ca²⁺-concentration dosing in the medium both could

\[
\text{Bacillus sp.H1} - \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{Cr}_6\text{O}_{7}^{2-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Bacillus sp.H1} \\
- 2\text{CaCrO}_4 + 2\text{H}^+  \quad (6)
\]
Fig. 4. Estimated marginal means governed by each factor in the pure bioremediation (a) and the bio-electrochemical system (b), and the grand means for the three remediation systems (c).
have a significant influence on the removal of Cr(VI) from the aqueous environment in the single MICP experiments. The estimated marginal means became larger as each factor gradually reached higher levels. Summarily, the analytical results reflected that the initial over-alkali environment (i.e., pH is around 10) and the relatively high concentration of Ca\(^{2+}\) was beneficial to elevating the R-e values of Cr(VI) concerning the application of the MICP mechanism during the pure bioremediation process.

The fundamental elements dominating the bioremediation in the MICP mechanisms commonly include the mass transfer of urea to the bacteria, the production of the carbonate, and the adaptation of microorganisms to the toxic environment. The application of EK in the MICP is to increase the effectiveness of mass transfer and adjust the aqueous acid-alkaline environment through the electrolysis of water (Eqs. (7) and (8)). The removal results of Cr(VI) (including both bacterial and bacteria-free groups, i.e., R-e and R-e\(_{\text{free}}\)) in the orthogonal tests describing the EK-MICP coupling system (i.e., bio-electrochemical system) are listed in Table 1. The significance-analysis results of the four variables are shown in Table 3 and the estimated marginal means governed by each factor are shown in Fig. 4b. The maximum R-e and R-e\(_{\text{free}}\) were 97.63% and 36.78%, respectively, both achieved at the parametrical combination of voltage gradient of 1.5 V/cm (A\(_4\)), remediation time of 12 d (B\(_4\)), initial pH of 7 (C\(_1\)), and the Ca\(^{2+}\)-concentration of 0.20 M (D\(_4\)). The adjusted \(R^2\) were 0.892

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of squares (III)</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-e</td>
<td>Corrected model</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>11.322</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>10.443</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.443</td>
<td>6,157.560</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C(^{+})</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>22.725</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D(^{b})</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>4.479E-005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.678</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected total</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)Initial pH; \(^{b}\)Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration (M).
(for R-e) and 0.965 (for R-e\textsubscript{free}), meaning the significance analysis based on the orthogonal experiments for the bio-electrochemical system was credible. The significance probabilities of four factors based on the R-e values were 0.015, 0.451, 0.880, and 0.016, respectively. The probabilities of four factors based on the R-e\textsubscript{free} values were 0.002, 0.006, 0.352, and 0.634, respectively. The significance results indicated that only the voltage gradient and Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-concentration among the four variables had a remarkable effect on the removal of Cr(VI) in the EK-MICP coupling system. Meanwhile, the voltage gradient and the remediation time have a more significant impact on the removal of Cr(VI) than the initial pH and the Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-concentration in the single EK system. The estimated marginal means based on R-e and R-e\textsubscript{free} (Fig. 4b) verified the significant results.

Overall, the changes in voltage gradients prominently affected the removal of Cr(VI) whether in the single EK process or the EK-MICP coupling system [30]. A relatively high voltage gradient guaranteed a positive result for the removal of Cr(VI) in electrokinetics. The effect of the remediation time (B) and initial pH (C) on the R-e values were not significant in the bio-electrochemical system (Table 3, R-e). The electrokinetics made MICP get rid of the high dependence on the bioremediation time and the initial over-alkali environment [20,31,32]. As shown in Fig. 4c, the grand mean of EK-MICP was larger than that of single EK or MICP, which directly demonstrated that the direct-electric field loaded over the medium enhanced the bioremediation of the Bacillus sp.H1 in terms of the removal of Cr(VI) from the wastewater in the industrial application: 

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2(g) + 2e^- \tag{7}
\]

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2e^- \rightarrow 2\text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2(g) \tag{8}
\]

3.4. Kinetic simulation

The single MCIP and EK-MICP coupling experiments were conducted at the optimal conditions (i.e., B\textsubscript{3}C\textsubscript{4}D\textsubscript{5} for MICP, and A\textsubscript{6}B\textsubscript{3}C\textsubscript{4}D\textsubscript{5} for EK-MICP) to obtain the raw data for the kinetic study. The kinetic fitting results for the bioremediation and bio-electrochemical system are shown in Fig. 5 and the corresponding kinetic parameters of the three models were calculated and listed in Table 4. The correlation coefficients (R\textsuperscript{2}) of the pseudo-first-order kinetic model for MICP and EK-MICP were 0.96674 and 0.988818, both closing to 1. However, the straight line fitted between t (horizontal axis) and ln(q\textsubscript{e} - q\textsubscript{t}) (vertical axis) were not quite suitable for the raw data of the EK-MICP, and the theoretical q\textsubscript{t} had slightly deviated from the raw experimental value. The results indicated that the pseudo-first-order kinetic model was appropriate for modeling the removal of Cr(VI) in the bioremediation while not apposite in the bio-electrochemical system. The R\textsuperscript{2} values of the second-order kinetic model for MICP and EK-MICP were 0.83255 and 0.85516, respectively. The q\textsubscript{max} values were both higher than the experimental values. The second-order kinetic model was not appropriate for the removal of Cr(VI) in both the two groups. The R\textsuperscript{2} values of the Elovich model for MICP and EK-MICP were 0.99268 and 0.92797, separately. The straight line of ln(t) (horizontal axis) vs. q\textsubscript{t} (vertical axis) for the bio-electrochemical system was more consistent with the raw data. The results demonstrated that the Elovich model was appropriate for modeling the removal of Cr(VI) in the bio-electrochemical system, while not suitable in the bioremediation. Generally, the fitting results demonstrated the effectiveness of electrokinetics on the removal of Cr(VI) in the bioremediation process from the perspective of kinetics.

3.5. Release characteristics of Cr(VI) from the precipitation

The immobilization of Cr(VI) in precipitations obtained from both the MICP and EK-MICP groups were analyzed using the five-stage Tessier sequential extraction method (Fig. S1) to evaluate the potential release characteristics of Cr(VI) from precipitations. The chemical speciation of Cr(VI) is shown in Fig. 6. The chromium in the precipitation was fractionated into five fractionations, including exchangeable, carbonate-bound, Fe–Mn oxides-bound, organic matter-bound, and residual fractions. As shown, the organic matter-bound fraction dominated the chemical speciation of Cr(VI) for both MICP and EK-MICP precipitations, and the corresponding percentages were 50.26% (for MICP) and 73.21% (for EK-MICP), respectively. The exchangeable fraction is the most active moiety among the five fractionations. The corresponding percentages were 40.12% (for MICP) and 22.34% (for EK-MICP), respectively. For Cr(VI) in the precipitation of EK-MICP, the exchangeable fraction was significantly reduced (i.e., from 40.12% to 22.34%), the total percentage of the Fe–Mn oxides-bound, organic matter-bound, and residual fractions was further compressed (Fig. 6), and the carbonate-bound fraction was contrarily increased (from 50.26% to 73.21%). Overall, the immobilization of Cr(IV) was enhanced in the EK-MICP coupling experiments compared with that in the single MICP.

4. Conclusion

The method of EK coupling MICP increased Cr(VI) removal from stocking solution more effectively compared with the single EK and pure MICP. Bacillus sp.H1 adapted well to the aqueous environment compensating with an up-limit of 80 g/L urea and 120 mg/L Cr(VI). The precipitation of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} changed in lockstep with the bacterial growth and the removal of Cr(VI) in the media with different Cr(VI) concentrations. Cr(VI) removal was mainly controlled by both the microbial bio-mineralization and the chemical precipitation of CaCrO\textsubscript{4}. The initial over-alkali environment and relatively high concentration of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} facilitated the elevation of removal efficiencies of Cr(VI) in the pure MICP process. The voltage gradient and the
remediation time have a more significant impact on the removal of Cr(VI) than the other two factors in the single EK system. However, the voltage gradient and concentration of Ca²⁺ among the four variables played a more prominent role in affecting Cr(VI) removal in the EK-MICP coupling system. The optimization combination for the EK-MICP coupling system was finally determined, including the voltage gradient of 1.5 V/cm, the remediation time of 9 d, the initial pH of 9, and Ca²⁺ concentration of 0.20 M. The pseudo-first-order kinetic model was appropriate for modeling Cr(VI) removal in bioremediation. Contrarily, the Elovich model was preferably selected to model Cr(VI) removal in the bio-electrochemical system. The immobilization of Cr(IV) in the precipitation was strengthened in the EK-MICP coupling experiments compared with that in the pure MICP.

**Data availability statement**

All data, models, or code generated or used during the study are available from the corresponding author by requests, such as the original experimental data, the biological characteristics including bacterial growth, urease
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**Fig. 5.** Kinetic fitting results under the optimal condition for the bioremediation and bio-electrochemical system.
production, and ureolytic activity of the isolated bacterial, the design of an orthogonal test, the kinetic model constructed in the study, a five-step sequential extraction procedure, etc.
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Supporting information

S1. Chemicals and reagents

Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 30%) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ACS, 97%) were purchased for the HUAFU Chemical Co., Ltd., (Yangzhou, China) for the adjustment of the initial pH in medium and stock solution. The peptone, tryptone, yeast extract (Powder, BR), and beef extract (BR) were got from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd., (Shanghai, China). The sodium chloride (NaCl, 99.99%, metal basis), potassium phosphate monobasic (KH2PO4, 99%), urea (CH4N2O, 99.5%), glucose monohydrate (USP, C6H12O6·H2O) were obtained from Aladdin for the preparation of Urea-selective (URS) medium, Luria–Bertani (LB) medium and Nutrient Broth (NB) medium. The specifications of the three media were detailed in the supporting information (Tables S1–S3). Phenolsulfonphthalein (C6H6O5) was bought from GUI DE CHEM (Wuhan, China) to indicate the existence of urease. All the chemicals and reagents were sterilized before the usage.

S2. Isolation and activation of ureolytic bacteria

The NB medium (100 mL) added with 50 g/L urea, 50 µmol/L Ni2+, 0.05 M CaCl2, and 90–150 mg/L K2Cr2O7 were prepared and sterilized for MICP experiments. 10 mL of Bacillus sp.H1 at the logarithmic stage was inoculated into the medium, and shaken over 4 d at the constant temperature of 25°C. The initial pH was adjusted to eight before the inoculation procedure. The changes in calcite precipitation and removal efficiency (R-e, %) over the MICP experiments were monitored to evaluate the performance of the bacterially induced calcite-precipitation. A hundred microliters of bacterial inoculation were transferred to a conical flask containing LB medium (Tables S2) using a small-range pipettor and shaken in a thermostatic oscillating shaker (SHZ-B, KEMAI, China) to re-active the metabolism of Bacillus sp.H1. To test the urease activity, Bacillus sp.H1 was dipped using a metal loop and draw on the plate of the URS medium following the zig lines. The plate was inverted and marked, and incubated in an incubator (SEHH-01D, JIANHENG INSTRUMENT Co., Ltd., China) for 2 d. A urea-free group was set as the control run. 2 mL Bacillus sp.H1 solution was added to Erlenmeyer flasks containing the NB medium (Table S3), and shaken at 150 rpm until the liquid began to become turbid. A microplate reader was periodically used to measure the concentration of urease at intervals of 3 h, which also directly reflected the bacterial growth. The detection wavelength is adjusted at 600 nm, and the recorded results were labeled as OD600 (i.e., indicating the concentration of urease). The urea solution was injected into 100 mL NB medium after...
the filtration and sterilization. The final urea concentration in the medium is 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 g/L, respectively. 10 mL of *Bacillus* sp.H1 at the logarithmic stage was added to the urea-containing medium to evaluate the bacterial tolerance ceiling. The NB medium supplemented with 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 mg/L K$_2$Cr$_2$O$_7$ was used to measure the bacterial resistance against Cr(VI). The aforementioned experiments were all conducted in triplicate.

### S3. Equations

Three known kinetic models including the pseudo-first-order model, pseudo-second-order model, and Elovich were modified to simulate the removal process of Cr(VI) in the bioremediation and bio-electrochemical experiments. The removal capacities at equilibrated and $t$ moment (i.e., $q_e$ and $q_t$) were substituted by the removal efficiencies of Cr(VI) at a specific time. Thus, $q_e$ and $q_t$ correspondingly represent the removal efficiencies of Cr(VI) at equilibrated and $t$ moment (h), respectively in terms of the Eqs. ((S1)–(S3)), $k_1, k_2, a$ and $b$ are the rate constants to be sequentially calculated.

**Pseudo-first-order model:**

\[
\ln\left(\frac{q_t}{q_e}\right) = -kt
\]  

(S1)

**Pseudo-second-order model:**

\[
\frac{t}{q_t} = \frac{1}{k_2q_e^2} + \frac{t}{q_e}
\]  

(S2)

**Elovich:**

\[
q_t = \frac{1}{b}\ln(ab) + \frac{1}{b}\ln(t)
\]  

(S3)

---

**Table S1**

Urease-selective medium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptone</th>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>KH$_2$PO$_4$</th>
<th>CH$_3$N$_2$O</th>
<th>C$_6$H$_12$O$_6$·H$_2$O</th>
<th>C$<em>{19}$H$</em>{14}$O$_5$S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 g/L</td>
<td>5 g/L</td>
<td>2 g/L</td>
<td>2 g/L</td>
<td>0.1 g/L</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S2**

Luria–Bertani medium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tryptone</th>
<th>Yeast extract</th>
<th>NaCl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 g/L</td>
<td>5 g/L</td>
<td>10 g/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S3**

Nutrient Broth medium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptone</th>
<th>Beef extract</th>
<th>NaCl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 g/L</td>
<td>3 g/L</td>
<td>5 g/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S4**

Four factors at four different levels in the orthogonal tests ($V_0$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>A: Voltage gradient (V/cm)</th>
<th>B: Remediation time (d)</th>
<th>C: Initial pH</th>
<th>D: Ca$^{2+}$ concentration (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S5**

Design of two-factor experiments based on the Cr(VI) removal efficiencies (R-e) for the bioremediation process (at the remediation time of 9 d and voltage gradient of 0 V/cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R-e</th>
<th>C$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (0.05 M)</td>
<td>60.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (0.10 M)</td>
<td>62.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (0.15 M)</td>
<td>64.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (0.20 M)</td>
<td>66.37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Initial pH; $^b$Ca$^{2+}$ concentration (M).
Fig. S1. Five-stage Tessier sequential extraction of Cr(VI).